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DYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF SKEWED BE'AM-SLAB HIGHWAY BRIDGES
The natural periods of vibration of s~ewed bridge superstructures
can be used for qualitative. 'and. quant~~a"ti'Y~ c.omJ?ar~sons of thei~ d.~n~.ic :
characteristics. The paper presents the results of a parametric study'
tabulating the first three fundamental periods of right bridges and
equivalent skewed bri'dges.. The. 'analysis was carried out i.or. skew _angl.es
of 60 0 and 45.0 , with 90° being. a r:ight bridge. The perio.ds of vibration
for skewed bridges 'are .nondimensionalized with respect to thos"e of right
bridges. Statisticalav~ra&inghas indicated that the changes in the
natural p.eriods o~ vibratio~n for skewed br~dges, regardless of the .v~ri­
ability of their design parameters, 'can 'be approximated through the use
of appropriate',mul tipliers' when ,the periods of vibration for equivalent
right- bridges can be .,approximated. '.,
?
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DYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF SKEWED BEAM-SLAB HIGHWAY BRIDGES'
. and. h,ighway bridges have b~en, of'. con,cern to'.b:ridge,designer'S~ This has
been due, to' the fact ,that th'r<?ug'h,th~prediction'o~ the" dyn.a;nic resp.onse,-
. .
the ampl'ific'ation of the static live lead stresses' an'd deformations can:,-
,be estimated; which in turn ,may ',require th'e re,d-imensioning' of the super-
structure. It .·has been shown that the amplification of the static
..
:response through th~ use of "impact factorU",,'canlead to erroneous results
-+ ~T;·:"~' .......~....... ...
(.!.'~). The vibrational characteris-tics~ mo~e s,pecifically the periods
.of" vibration, of the bridge·sa.re usually" used in ,conjuitc tion 'With the
~ ~ .. ~ ... ...... . ~~... . ...
h~man response to the dynamic 'behavior, of tlie superstructure. Var~ous
s.-tudieshave showed that the"dynamic behavior of the superstructure can
be accurately predicted through app~oac~es that will define the vibra-
tional" cha~acter'istics,.of ~he s'uperstructure (!-~). Th~ rigorous"math-
ematical analysis of ,the superstructure can not be used as a design aid
b~cause' of the prohibitive ,computational 'complexity and the associate4
The natural periods of vibration of highway', bridge~can be
employed: in the discriminatio.n,.~of·"~hedynamic characteri'sti'cs•. The-~.
development of simple empiricalf'orrriulae that can pI'edict the natural
perio"ds of vibrationlvQuld "be an optimal solution. ·The extensive
" .
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analy~ic'al st\ldies' have,'resul ted in a sufficient amount of information on
, ~'·"'the'·'·iiatura1. 'Iie'riods of vibration" 'of"' s'imple 'span beam-slab highway bridges
.w'ith- reinforced ,concrete de~k, prestressed concrete I-bearnsand without
skew, (!.,.:t.). These reported 'results, through the use 'of statistical
methods, have already provided empirical relations to predict the natural'
periods of vibration of the" afo~ementione~ "bri~ge~: (2.). However,' . there .
still exists a n~ed to predict"· the natural 'periods of vibration of these
types of bridges with skew. This paper summarizes the results of a
research carried out to 'answer this particular issue.
The "finding~ 'of the research have· been given herein for right
bridges as well as the modification factors which need to be applied to
the periods of, vibration of right bridges in order to obtain those for
skewed bridges.
DESIGN AND.ANALYSIS OF BRIDGES
The paper focuses attentiqn on simple span beam-slab bridges with
prestressed c'oncrete I-beams. To be '1;epresentative of bridges encountered
in- t-he field, 33 right bridges 'were 'designed using, current engineering
practices (7..). The span length of' the bridges varied from 12.20 m (40
f-t.) to 27 .44 m (90 ft. ->. The pertinent design dimensions are shown in'
Table l~ Inspection of this table ind~cates that the bridge configura-
"tiona considered cover ,a wide range of variation in the design parameters o
The_~eams employed ~n the de~ign process correspo~d.to the standard beams
used in the Connnonwealth of Pennsyivariia. Table 2 gives the stiffnes.s·
properties of the beams. In the table I and I. correspond to major
max mJ.n
and minor bending moments of ~inertia of the beams with respect to their
/-3
. .
center of gravity. -A·and~ ,denote the-cross-sectional area and St.
Vertant "s'tors'i'onal .s'tiffness. of'" th'e beams. Tl:te nomenclature used- in the
·COn1n1onwea-lth.'ofP'enrisylvan~ais ,also indicated ,for' each beam in Table 2 ei ;
In the definition of the dynamic characteristics of the bridges,'
the superstructures w'ere-sim~lated 'by using finite ~lement method'. , The'-
deck slab was simulated via plate bending ele1ll:ents, while th~ b~ams
, '
employed the beam bending' elements. The analysis was performed using
Program SAP IV(~) • 'For-the sa~e 0'£' brevi ty the paper contains, only .the
first three fundamental periods of vibration of the 'superstructure'. The
pe~iods of v~bration for. right bridges are presented, in Table 3•. It.
should be noted that in this analysis it has been assumed that no vehicle
is on the 'bridge. The differences between these unloaded and loaded
- per~ods h~ve ~een prev.iously. pres.ented. (1:.) •., Using Table 3 as the data
base the empirical formulae have a:lready been develope.d that can predict
the' periods'of vibration -of bi~idges· with design dimensions other than ~
those included in. Table 3 (~).
SKEWED BRIDGES
" . The' bridges des'cribe'd in' Table i' h'ave retained, all their ,design
'parameters _intact~- however,. ,the g-eometry of'the bridges was' cpangedfor
skew.angl'es ,of 60° and 45°, with 90° skew being the right, bridge~ The-
inclusion of' the new bridges has resul ted, ',in the consideration. of ,'a
to'tal 'of '9"9 bridg'es. Through the .application of the finite element
,Ii.' .slmul.ation of the st!P'~rstructur,e and the use- c;>f Program SAP IV, as ttave .
beeri done 'for the. right, ~~idg~i~ the natural periods of vibration of
skewed 'bridges were computed. Table 4 presents the nondimensionalized
·f ....
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values of the periods'of vibration, i.e. ,the period of vibration of the
·skewe-d· brIdge' is divided by ,the c'orresponding period' of. the right bridge.
'The :t.able uses the nomenclature of, subscript and superscript. The. sub,- "
scripts indicate the 1st through3rd, periods of vibration. The super- '
'scripts are used to denote the skew angle.
Inspection of"Table 4·,'indicatesth8t for a giv"en skew angle and
period the values t~ndtobe"similar,i'"e.lvithineach column the values
are ·similar. The statistical analys.is ,of, these values has resulted in
the following for· bridges with 60° skew:
mean(t1) = 0.958 sec.; standard deviation = 0.017. sec.
·sta~dard,error of the mean = 0.003 sees
I~ the computation of the above values it is· assumed that the correspond-
ing periods of vibration for right bridges are equal to 1.000 sec.
Similar results can be obtained by using the same approach' and
nomenclatute' for" bridges, with 45° 'sk'ew a·s follows:
-mean(t1)· =' 0.908 'sec. ; standard ~eviation'= 0.030 sec."
standard error of the mean = 0.005 sec.
~ean{ t 2 ) = 0.878 sec. ; standard deviation = 0.031 sec.
, ·standard error of the mean = 0.005 sec.
mean(t3 ) .:=,0,.7,87 .s_ec. j'. standard ..devi_at·ion _=" .O.q.7.~' sec.'_
standard ~rrqr of the mean = 0.012, sec.
,The relatively small magnitude of the standard deviation and standard
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error of the mean indicates the consistency of the mean.values given
'. -herein•. If,- the··~na-ttiral period, of, vibration of a right bridge is known,'
then·, the period of ·vibration. of. a' sk~:wed bridge can easily be approximated
through the use 'of theappropr'iate- value give~ in this paper. Another
observation that can be made is irl' regard to the relatively small changes
of the mean periods of vibration for different skew ~ngles. For example,
the first period of vi-oration has values of 1.000, 0.958 and 0.908 for
skew angles of 90°, 60 o ·and.45°. The close p.roximit:y of these values.-per-'
mits int~rpo1ation in predicting the natural periods of skewed bridges,
with skew angle between 90 0 and 45 0 • However, any extrapolation beyond
45° may lead to erroneous-results since the variation of the periods
beyond 45° has not been determined.
The use of the given ratios of the periods of vibration between
. the right. and the skewed bridges, in computing the natural period of
vibration f,or skewed bridges', can, ,be illustrated ~n the f:ollowing examples:
1. The fundamental period of vibration of a skewed bri~ge.with a
22.88 m (75 ft.) span length, 60° skew, 12.81m (42 ft.) width
with 7 beams is to be, determined. This bridge is similar to
Bridge No.: -23~The p.eriod of vibration,· of _the corresponding
right bridge ~s 0.151 seconds. The period of vibration of the
skewed bridge will -be 0.958 x 0.151 = 0.145 seconds. The exac't
analysis had also yielded 0.145 seconds, a perfect agreement.-'
·2,., The fundamental· period of vibration of. a bridge wi th' the same.
r---, .
'---,
. Oi_me.~sions as in the B:b?ve example, ex.~ept with a, _skew of. 52° 30',
is to be computed•. The period of vibration of the bridge will
be'O • .5 x (0 •.958 +0.• 908) -x 0.151,- 0.141 seconds. 1;'his is less
-6
- .':;
than 170 off the exact 'analysis ,results.
'CONCL'USIONS
Tb.e dynamic and vibrational characteristics of bridge super-
'structures can be predicted through the use of predominant natural periods.
It has been shown that the' natural periods of vibr,ation of skewed simple
span beam-stab bridge superstructures can be computed,- through the use of
the appropriate mul,tipliers presented in the paper, when the periods of
vibration of the eq~.ival·ent right bridge is known. The natural periods
of'vibration of bridg,~s with skew up 'to 45° have been computed. It has
been found that on, the average the maximum reduction in the first funda-
mental period is at the most 1010 while for the second and third per'iods
this reduction can be up to 21%.
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TABLE 1. BRIDGES
- .
Bridge Span Width Slab Beam No. of Beam
No. (m) (m) Tllickness . Spacing Beams
(rom) (m)
1 12.20 7.32 190.0 1.4"6 6 I
2 12.20 7.32 ' 190.0 1.83 5. I
3 12.20 . 7 ;32 203.0 2.44 4 I
4 12.20 12.81 190.0 1.60 9 I
-5 12.20 12.81 203.0 2.13 7 I
6 12.20 12.81 21540 2.56 6 I
7 12-.20 . 18.30 190.0 1.66 . 12 I
8 12.20 18.30 190.0 2.03 10 I
9 12.20 18.30 215.0 2.61 8 I
10_ 15.25 7.32 190.0 1.83 5 II
11 15.25 12.81 215.0 ·,.2.13 7 - III
12 15.25 18.30· 190.0 2.03 10 IV
13 19.8"2 7.32 190.0' 1.46 6 V
14. 19.82 . 7.32 190.0 1.83 5 VI
15 19.82 7.32 203.0 2.44 4 VIII
,..-....,.
16 19.82 12.81. 190-.0 . 1.60 9 ." XI
17· , 19 •. 82 12.81 190.0 2.13 7 VI
18 19.82 12.'81 215.0 2.56 6 VI-II
19~ 19.82 18.30 190.0 1.66 12 XII
20 19.82 18.30 190.0 2.03 10 VI
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'l'ABLE l--Continued
Bridge Span Width Slab Beam. No. of .Beams
No. (m) Thickness "Spacing Be~s
(tIm) (m)
21'
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
19.82
22.88·
22.88
22.88
27.44
27.44
27.44
27.44
27.44
27.44
27.44
27.44
'27.44
18.30
7.32
12.81
18.30
7.32
7.32
7.32
12.81
12.81
12.81
18.30
18,.30
18.30
21.5.0
190.0
190.0
190.0
190.0
190.0
203.0
190.0
190.0
.203.0
190.0
190.0
203.0
2.61
1.83
2.13
2.03
1.83
2.44
1.60
-2.13
2.56
1.66
2.03
2.61
8
5
7·
10
"6
5
4
9
7
6
12
10
8
VIII
VII
VIII
VIII
IX
XII
XIII
x
III
XIII
x
VIII
XIII -
(Note: 1 m = 3.28 ft., 1 nnn ,= O.039 lr)in.)
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TABLE 2-. " STIFFNESS-PROPERTIES OF THE BEAMS
Beam I I . A KT Notesmax mJ.n
(mm4) (mm4 ) (nni?) (mm4)
I 13.66 . 109' 2_66 109 234 103 3.81 109 PDT20/30
II 18.62 109 3.3~ 109 269 103 , 5.19 .. 109 PD1'20/33
III 24.58 109 3.96 109 304 103 6.71 109 PDT20/36
IV 23.80 109 5.66 109 354 103 10.64 109 PDT24/33
V 31.66 10~ 7.74 109 397 103 13.35 109 PDT24/36
VI 44.91 109 6.59 109 379 103 9.10 109 PDT24/42
V-II 58.27 109 7.20 109 414 103 10.40 109 PDT24/45
VIII 71.96 '109 8.37 109 457 103 13.04 109 PDT24/48
IX 88.50 109 8.98 109 492 103 14.64 io9 PDT24/51
X 106.33 109 9.59 IO? 526 103 16.52 109 PDT24/54
XI 34.69 109 10.36 109 443 103 17.65 109 PDT26/36
XII 162.86 109- 14·.02 . 109 624 103 19.97 109 PDT26/60
XIII 195.87 109 15.87 109 67;' 103 23.00 109 PDT26/63
( 4- 4 -6 4Note: 1 rom = 2. 10 in., 1 2 1 55' 10-3 . 2)rom = • 1n.
~12
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TABLE 4. NONDIMENSIONALIZED NATURAL PERIODS OF VIBRATION
Bridge t 60 t 45 t 60 t 45 t 60 t 451 1 2 2 3 . 3
No.
1 0.96.- 0.90 0.94 0.85 0.88 0.73
2 0.96 0.91 0.94 0.86' 0.88 0.72
, ... ~
3 0.93 0.85 0.93 0.83 0.87 0.70
4 0.95 0.88 0.94 0.86 0.92 0.81
5 0.95 0.89 ,0.95 0.87 O.?l 0.78
6 O<t93' 0.84 0.92 0.82 0.90 0.77'
7 0.89 0.83 0.92 0.87 0.94 0.84
8 '0.95 0.89 0.95 O~89 . 0.93 0.83
9 0.93 0.85 0.92 0.82 0.91 0.77
10 0.96 0.91 '0.94 0.85 0.87 0.70
11 0.96 0.90 ·0.95 0.84 0.91 0.75
12 0.96 0.91 0.96 0.90 0.93 0.84
13 0.97 0.92 0.94 0.84 0.87 0.70
14 0.97 0.93 0 •.95 0.87 0.87 0.70
15 0.96 0.91 0.94 0.86 0.87 0.70·
16 0.97 0,.92 0.95 - O~a7 0.91 0.78
17 0.96 0.92 0.96 0.90 0.91 0.79
18 0.96 0.90 0.95 0.87 0.-91 0.79
19 0.96 0.92 0.95 0.89 0.93 0.82
20 0.96 0.92' , 0.'96- 0.91 O!'94 0.84' .
21 0.95 0 .. 90 0.94 0.88 0.94 0.85
"
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TABLE 4--Continued
Bridge t 60 t 45
. 60 t 45 t 60 t 45
1 1 t 2 2 3 3 .
No.
22 0 .. 97 0.93 ' 0.97 0.93 ·0.96 .0.92
23 0.96 0.92 0.96 0.93 0.96 0.92
24 0.96 0.92 0.96 o. 93 ~ 0.96 0.92
25 0.98 0.94 0.94 0.86 0.86 0.68
26 0.98 0.95 0.95 0.88 0.87 0.70
27 0.97 0.93 0.95 0.87 0 ..85 0.68
28 0.97 0.94 0.96 0.90 0.91 0.79
29 0.97 0.94 0.97 0.91 0.92 0.80
30 J 0.97 0.92 0.96 0.90 0.91 0079
31 0.97 0.93 0.97 0.91 0.94 0.84
32 0.97 0.94 -0.97 0.92 0.94 0.86
33 0.96 0.92 0.96 · 0.90 0.94 0.85
..
